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Introduction

OS kernel:
observe relationship between processes and 
devices to estimate the utilization of each 
device.
Provide new system call to allow application 
specify their future hardware requirement.  
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Background 1/3
Job:

A unit to finish a specific task.
Can be scheduled to start at a specific time.

Priority:
high                                  low 
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Background 2/3
Timing:

Firm.
Soft .
On-time.



Background 3/3

Scheduling for power management:
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Process-based power management

When a process created, a new requester is 
born.
Using a request generation model:

Separates request resource by processes.
Detects the termination of process.  
Consider how often process execute. 



Process-based power management

Power manager consider both device and 
processor utilization.
Device utilization :

tbrn = a*tbr+(1-a)*tbrn-1

ui,j= 1/tbrn



Process-based power management

When process change from I/O burst to 
CPU burst, device utilization  would 
overestimate.
A function is  used to adjustment the 
utilization:

fi,j=e-(li,j/tbe.i)

Device utilization after adjustment is : wi.j = 
ui,j*fi,j



Process-based power management

Processor utilization:

cj=

The aggregate utilization for device di is: 
ui =   



Process-based power management

Power manager shutdown the device only 
when:

ui<k/tbe.i.



On-line Scheduling

On-line scheduling  can improve power 
management.
Some are requests created by “timers” so 
that they can arrive at specific time in the 
future.



On-line Scheduling 

Scheduler improve power management in 
two step:

It wake up device before scheduling a job that 
requires this device.
It arranges execution orders to facilitate power 
management. 



On-line Scheduling

Wake up device in advance can achieved by 
providing interface for processes to specify 
their device requirement.

RequireDevice(device, time, callback).
RequireDevice(device, tolerance, time, 
callback).



On-line Scheduling

Scheduler can scheduling process for power 
management, if we know process’s 
execution time.

RequireDevice(device, execution, tolerance, 
time, callback).



On-line Scheduling



On-line Scheduling
Required device set: RDS

RDS =

Low-power group schedule:LPGS
LPGS = (Js1,Js2,…,Jsq)



On-line Scheduling



Implementation 



Experiment 

Platform: Redhat 6.2 Linux on Sony VAIO 
notebook.
Power management devices:

Linksys Ethernet card.
Hitachi 2.5” hard disk.
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Conclusion
Using OS kernel to distinguish individual 
processes for estimating the utilization of 
IO devices.
Unused devices are shut down to save 
power.
Experimental results achieved up to 72% 
power saving.


